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The parts of a 
microscope

  a lens
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OHT and student copy  The parts of a microscope

a. _______________

b. _______________

c. ______________
    ______________
    ______________

d. _______________

e. _______________
f. _____________

g. ___________________

h. _______________

i. ________

mirror base arm stage eyepiece clips
 high powered lens low powered lens barrel
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Microbes

Microbes are found everywhere. Some float in the air and some
live in water and soil. Microbes are very tiny so we must use a
microscope to see them.

There are thousands of different types of microbes. Some
microbes are harmful and cause disease but most of them are
harmless. Some microbes are very necessary and people and
animals could not survive without them.

There are three main groups of microbes. They are fungi,
bacteria and viruses.

Three main groups of microbes

fungi bacteria viruses

m___________

b__________f__________ v___________

ACTIVITY 5
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Microbes – Crossword puzzle

1

2

3 4

5

6

7 8

9

10

Across Down
4

we breathe it in
1

mushrooms, yeast, mould
5

living things – cows, sheep, camels
2

magnifies very small things
7

microbes that cause disease
3
      some are helpful, some are harmful

9
tiny living organisms

6
sickness

10
humans

8
plants grow in this

ACTIVITY 6
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Microbes
Disappearing text

There are _______ of different types __ microbes. Some
microbes are ______ and cause disease but most of them are
harmless. Some microbes are ____ necessary. People and
_____ could not survive without _____. There are three main
_____ of microbes. They are fungi, ________ and viruses.

FOLD A..........................................................................

There are thousands of _______ types of _______. Some
microbes ___ harmful and cause disease but _____ of them
are harmless. Some _______ are very necessary. _____ and
animals ______ not survive ______ them. There are
_____main groups of microbes. They are _____, bacteria and
viruses.

FOLD B..........................................................................
There are ________ of _______ types of ________. Some
microbes are ______ and cause disease but most of _____
are ________. Some microbes are very ________. People and
animals could ___ survive ______them. There are three
_____ ______ of microbes. They are _____, ______ and
______.

FOLD C..........................................................................
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

ACTIVITY 8

....................................................................................
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Key words                    Fungi

First language Word Definition

verb
to take in, soak up

noun

are substances that help people,
plants or animals grow

noun

the area or place where
something lives or grows

noun
a very small piece of something

verb
to float in the wind or on water

adjective

when a pod is ready to burst open
or fruit is ready to be eaten

             noun
chemical substances

absorb

ripe

nutrients

drift

surroundings

a particle

enzymes

ACTIVITY 11
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Mushrooms
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Key words Mushrooms

First language Word Definition
web
noun
fresh

adjective
dried

adjective
the wild

noun
cultivate

verb
scale
noun

the size of something

reproduce
verb

surface
noun

            Word focus

These mushrooms are growing in the
wild.

These mushrooms are cultivated.

These mushrooms are fresh. These mushrooms are dried.

ACTIVITY 14
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Mushrooms - Crossword Puzzle
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Find the words in the text Mushroom

Across Down
Noun. 9 letters. They are fungi that we
can eat.

Noun. 9 letters. They are places where
people live.

Adjective. 9 letters. The last letter is a
‘t’.

Noun. 6 letters. Begins with ‘pl’.

Adjective. 5 letters. Begins with ‘fr’. Noun. 6 letters. Begins with ‘pl’.

Noun. Begins with ‘sc’. Adjective. Begins with ‘dr’.
All the moisture has been removed.

Adjective. This word means the same as
big. It begins with ‘l’.

Adjective. Begins with ‘f’.

Noun. 4 letters. All living things need
this to stay alive. It begins with ‘f’.

Noun. Begins with ‘l’. It means the
opposite of dark.

ACTIVITY 16
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Fungi
How a mushroom grows from a spore.

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

It lands on damp soil. When two threads meet, a mushroom
starts to grow.

The spore starts to grow threads. A spore falls off a mushroom gill.

The mushroom grows and pushes through
the soil.

As the mushroom grows, the cap breaks
away from the stalk.

ACTIVITY 17
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Yeast
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Fungi

How bread is made.
              Picture                            Text
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

ACTIVITY 24
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Mould
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Key words Mould

First language Word Definition
threads

noun
tangled

verb
secrete

verb
moist

adjective
ripe

adjective

           Word focus

These threads are tangled together.

Some trees and plants secrete sap.

Hyphae secrete enzymes.
When fruit is ripe, it falls off the
tree.

This sporangia is ripe. It bursts open. Bread and fruit are moist. They
contain water.

ACTIVITY 25










































